1. Introduction. In his paper [4] J. F. Kennison gives three types of full reflective subcategories of the category of all topological spaces called simple, identifying and embedding and notes that he does not know whether these three types include all of the full reflective subcategories of all topological spaces.
In my paper I describe another type called b-embedding not mentioned in [4] and I prove that if P is a full reflective (replete) subcategory of the category of all topological spaces containing at least one non-Tx-space, then P is a subcategory of one of the above-mentioned types (Theorem 3.5).
For the understanding of my paper the basic knowledge of topology according to Kelley's General topology [3] is required. Thus a topological space will be an ordered pair (A, L), where L is the family of all open subsets of the underlying set A. (If there is no danger of confusion only A will denote the topological space.)
The closure of M<=A will be denoted by clMji) M=clA M=cl M; T will mean the category of all topological spaces with morphisms as continuous maps, and T0 (resp. T¿) the full subcategory of r0-spaces (resp. 7Vspaces). The topological product of topological spaces I" ie//0 will be denoted by UXt(ieJ).
Further I presuppose the knowledge of Kennison's paper [4] . Recall that if F is a reflector of a category A in a category B, then for Xe A ex will denote the reflection map or the front adjunction map (e Horn (X, F(X)) with the property eYf=F(f)ex for all/g Horn (X, Y). By a topological property there is meant a full subcategory of T which is closed under the formation of equivalent ( = homeomorphic) objects (full replete subcategory of 7"). A productive (resp. a closed hereditary) topological property is such that it is closed under the formation of product spaces (resp. closed subspaces). The full subcategory P of T is simple (resp. identifying, or embedding) iff there exists a reflector F.T-^-P such that ex: X-> F(X) is one-to-one and onto for all Xe T(resp. ex is onto, or P contains only Hausdorff spaces and ex is onto a dense subset).
From the Theorem on p. 878 in Notes [1] follows immediately: 1.1. Let P be a topological property which is reflective in T. Then P is productive.
2. è-topology. such that Gj, n X=G2n X, G[n Y=G'2n Y, pe G2-G1 and /? e G2-C7;. Put
On the space /Í a new topology, which we shall call b-topology (of the topological space A), is therefore defined as a closure by means of the operator b. To the topological concepts belonging to this ¿»-topology we shall give the usual names preceded by b, e.g. ¿»-closed set, ¿»-dense set, etc. 
Let (A,L)e T, % = {(G2-&\) u (Gi

Proof. Let j> g Y-bf(X).
Then there exist open sets Gx, G2 of the space Y such that Gx r\f(X) = G2 c\f(X) and y e G2 -Gx. According to the suppositions mentioned in the assertion there exist zx, z2 eZ, zxe cl {z2}, z2 $ cl {zx}. For i= 1, 2 put <f>lt) = zx ïovteY-Gi, = z2 for t e C7f.
Then cf>t e Homr (Y, Z), <t>x(y)^<l>2(y), $if=$if, which is a contradiction.
3. ¿-embedding reflector. 3.1. Definition. Let F: T^> P be a reflector. F is called a b-embedding reflector iff Pc T0 and if ex( JT) is a e-dense subset of F(X) for all leT. Proof. Let B denote the category of all ordered triples (A, e, X), where A is a set, Xe T0, e is a mapping from B into Zand be(A) = X. A morphism g: (A, e, X) ->(C,fi Y) is a mapping g from A into C for which there exists a continuous mapping g e Homr (X, Y) such that ge=fg.
Let S be the category of all sets and mappings, K be the functor B -> S for which A^(/4, e> X) = A and K(g)=g. By means of the assertions of §2 we prove as in the third section of Kennison's paper [4] that AT is a pullback stripping functor, whence we prove this theorem in the same manner as Theorems C and D are proved in [4] .
Remark. This theorem can be proved easily also by means of the Theorem 3 in Husek's paper [2] and by means of the assertion of §2 of this paper.
3.5. Theorem. Let P be a topological property, which is a reflective subcategory ofT. IfP^T0, P<tTu then P is b-embedding. IfP$T0, then P is simple. Then there exist ZeT, zuz2eZ, z^z2, z1ecl{z2}, z2 £ cl {zj. Then each mapping / of a space X into Z with the property f(X) e{z1; z2} is continuous; thus it follows easily that P is simple.
4. Remark. Let Q={qi¥iq^ denote a two-element set and U={{q1}, Q, 0}.
Then (Q, U) e T0. Let P' be the class of all topological spaces of the type TJ Ô* (t e J), where J is a nonvoid set and QL = (Q, U) for each 1 e J. Let P (resp. P*) be the class of all ¿»-closed (resp. closed) subspaces of a space from P' and of all spaces homeomorphic to these spaces. 4.1. P (resp. P*) is a topological property, which is productive and b-closed (resp. closed) hereditary.
Proof. We can see clearly that P is a topological property, which is ¿»-closed hereditary. From 2.7 it follows that P is productive. We can prove easily the assertion about the class P*. bRS=R. From 4.2 and 2.5 R is the reflection of S in P. According to the Theorem 3.4 P is the reflective full (replete) subcategory of T and P is neither simple nor identifying, nor embedding, which are types mentioned in Kennison's paper [4] .
Let S* = {xe R | there exists a positive integer n such that x(n)=qx}. S* is an open set of R and according to Corollary of 2.2 bRS* = S*. From 4.3 S * $P*.
Therefore according to the Theorem 3.5 P* is not a reflective subcategory of T. From this the b-closed-hereditary property in Theorem 3.4 cannot be replaced by the closed-hereditary property.
